Introduction

Education is recognized globally as a sine qua non to development hence countries strive to boost acquisition of knowledge. In particular, the United Nations Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) is anchored on mass education for the increasing populations across countries (UNESCO, 2021). However, making improvements in education standards and getting education accessible to large populations to drive development in all spheres of human endeavours face challenges not in the least academic disruptions such as occasioned by coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic ravaging populations globally (WHO DG, 2020).

The pandemic caught the education sector off guard impacting negatively. Over 188 out of 195 countries have been implementing nationwide school closures and restricted education facilities (UNESCO, 2020). Particularly for tertiary education globally, by April 2020, over 220 million or 13 percent of students experienced interruptions in studies due to the COVID-19 pandemic (World Bank Group, 2020). In Nigeria schools were shut down and millions of tertiary education students who use the conventional face to face teaching / learning mode faced disruptions of studies. About 65,305 Nigerian law students faced academic disruptions for the same reason (Statista Research Department, 2022). In addition, the faculties of law in the 57 out of 170 universities offering Law courses in Nigeria and the Nigerian Law schools that insist on face to face mode of teaching were forced to shut down (Toppers, 2022). Thousands of Law students were disenfranchised from studies while prospective law students could not be admitted. Thus, the implications for policy and practice of non e-learning became obviously debilitating.

The global trend was for Open and Distance Learning (ODL) and virtual teaching / learning platforms to rescue the situation. Timely responses were recorded in many developed countries, such as Australia, Italy, Germany and Hong Kong, with regard to online learning before and during the pandemic (Crawford et al, 2020). Expectedly, the pandemic manifested more adversely on schools without online learning platforms. In Nigeria all schools were closed from 27th March 2020, as the Ministries of Education introduced modalities for radio and TV schooling and internet-based learning for students (Bilksu and Ayub, 2021). Only a handful of public and private tertiary institutions that employed the ODL option with Zoom applications including the National Open University of Nigeria (NOUN) remained in session (NOUN Website, 2022). These ad hoc measures became the saving grace but the situation has necessitated the need for reform of education policy, practice, and development regarding entrenching e-learning leveraging existing information and communication technology (ICT).

Nigeria, that is lagging behind in the quest to meet the inclusiveness objectives of the national policy on education (National Education Policy, 2004) and attainment of the ESD targets enunciated as Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 4, ought to seize the moment to make Law education seamless at the Law Schools and faculties of Law in the universities as is already the case at NOUN by adopting ODL with its Zoom platform. This will make law education, flexible and accessible to the ever increasing population of prospective law students who are denied admission due to the limited carrying capacities of the conventional universities and Law Schools annually. However, the Council for Legal Education (CLE) that regulates admissions into the Nigerian Law Schools is averse to the use of ODL system which it equates to studying law through correspondence course. Also it is a herculean task to obtain an ODL license from the NUC which regulates the universities in Nigeria (Abubakar, 2020).

The critical issue is getting the CLE, NUC and the law faculties in the universities to adopt the ODL model espoused by NOUN to complement the conventional face to face teaching mode for uninterruptable sustainable law education in Nigeria. This is the motivation for this paper at this time of COVID-19, drawing from the global best practices to canvass for integration of ODL as a paradigm shift in Law education in Nigeria. Potential. Accordingly, this work relied on doctrinal analyses of related works on the subject, drawing from lessons of e-Learning systems in other jurisdictions under similar COVID-19 lockdown conditions of schools in Nigeria.
The paper covers conceptual clarifications of key words to lay foundation for proper understanding. Next is an overview of past and present status of legal education in Nigeria leading to discussion of the NOUN ODL system. Thereafter, issues, challenges and the way forward are highlighted in terms of advocacy for a paradigm shift for legal education reform that deploys ODL to complement conventional model. Lastly, the paper concludes with salient recommendations.

Conceptual Clarifications
It is necessary to clarify the concepts adopted for the keywords, ODL, Paradigm Shift and COVID-19. This is in order to interrogate their relationships as well as place the paper in proper perspective.

The ODL, also called distance education, e-learning, and online learning is a general term for the use of telecommunication to provide or enhance learning. According to UNESCO, ODL is one of the most rapidly growing fields of education and its potential impact on all education delivery systems has been greatly accentuated through the development of internet based information technologies (UNESCO, 2002). Moreover, software companies are creating user-friendly tools such as “Zoom”, which is a web based innovative tool that enables collaboration through video conferencing, video and audio calling, messaging, and file sharing (Abu, M. et al, 2017). Zoom is therefore part of ODL adopted primarily as a replacement Virtual Live Classroom. Thus, emerging technology is widening the scope and utility of ODL.

The Oxford English dictionary defines paradigm shift as a fundamental change in approach or underlying assumptions (Oxford Dictionary, 2022). It is simply an important change that happens when the usual way is replaced by a new and different way. In this paper, ODL in all its ramifications qualifies as a paradigm shift for teaching and learning other than the conventional face to face or traditional approach.

The COVID-19 is a communicable respiratory disease caused by a new strain of coronavirus, called severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, or SARS-CoV-2 that causes illness in humans (Africa Centre for Disease Control, 2019). It can spread from person to person through infected air droplets and can be transmitted when humans have contact with hands or surfaces that contain the virus and touch their eyes, nose, or mouth with the contaminated hands. It is a pandemic (WHO DG, 2020) defined as occurring over a wide geographical area and affecting an exceptionally high proportion of the population (Marriam- Webster Dictionary, 2022). The pandemic has affected the education of populations worldwide including Nigerians.

A relationship clearly exists between ODL and COVID-19 as far as education is concerned. This could be appreciated from the perspective of disruptions to academics imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic. Social distancing restrictions were emplaced to curb the spread of the pandemic. However, it soon became a global imperative to continue with education pursuits in the midst of this infectious disease through the link bridge of ODL. There were cases of virtual classrooms, virtual court sessions, executive meetings and various gatherings and group engagements successfully conducted. This mitigated the adverse educational, social and economic effects foisted by COVID-19. Therefore a nexus exists whereby ODL as a paradigm shift facilitates uninterrupted education despite COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, ODL makes it possible for wider populations to access education flexibly and conveniently.

The implication is that ODL with its associated Zoom is being utilized in public and private concerns including law universities worldwide. It behoves individuals, institutions and governments in Nigeria to key into the phenomenon to sustain continuous law education at the tertiary level. This will make law education accessible to all including the vulnerable women, those who wish to keep their jobs while schooling and those who cannot afford to attend classes physically. Lifelong goals of attending law education by using ODL option will be guaranteed towards the attainment of national education policy and ESD (Itari and Ugbe, 2018).

The ESD initiative is anchored on mass education of populations empowering learners of all ages with the knowledge and skills to address interconnected global challenges and is recognized as an integral element of SDG 4 (UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2015) on quality education and a key enabler of all other SDGs. The SDG 4 means development that will ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promotion of lifelong learning opportunities for all. The deployment of ODL with capacity to reach wider population could ensure the realization of these laudable education objectives in spite of COVID-19 pandemic.

Overview of Past and Present Law Education In Nigeria
The origin of the Nigerian Legal System is deeply engrained in the English Legal System. From 1962, the legal practice was restricted to formally trained lawyers. However, there were no institutions in Nigeria to train aspirants to the Bar and, therefore, persons desirous of becoming lawyers travelled to England for formal training as barristers and solicitors. Thereafter, they formally enrolled at the Supreme Court in England (Dauda, 2014). In 1959, a committee was set up to investigate the legal education in Nigeria and the recommendations of the committee at that time amongst others included establishment of Nigeria’s system of education, the Nigerian Law School, Council of Legal Education and faculties of Law at University College Ibadan and subsequently at other universities in the future (Nigerianfinder, 2022). Most of these recommendations were implemented through the Legal Education Act of 1963 and the Legal Practitioners Act of 1962. The current Nigerian legal system is based on the English Common Law and legal tradition by virtue of colonization.

The Nigerian Law School was set up in 1962. Today it admits only persons holding a law degree from an approved University or persons who passed the Solicitors final examination of Great Britain and Ireland (Akinseye-George, Y. 2014). The latter are required to pass the Bar Part 1 Examination designed to introduce foreign-trained students to the general principles of Nigerian law. Recently, the Nigerian Law School improved in the use of computer and computer-based media to enhance its teaching and learning process. Compact Discs containing law reports and relevant cases are now available. Students are now required to have laptops as most materials are made available in soft copies. Also, the use of power point presentation on computer projectors has become the system in most of the Nigerian law school branches (Dauda, 2014). It is on record that during the COVID-19 lockdown, the CLE used the Zoom virtual platform to hold its last meeting of 2021 at its headquarters in Bwari, Abuja with members connecting from different locations (CLE, 2021).

These are commendable efforts moving forward but more could be done to take full advantage of technological advancements by institutionalizing the use of ODL including Zoom for law education. Moreover, lessons drawn from the academic disruptions due to COVID-19 pandemic make adoption of ODL a necessity. This is e-legal learning at play employing information, communication and instructional technologies to enhance teaching and learning (Muntjewerff, A. 2009).

Since the eighties, ICT has been introduced into legal education at law schools and law faculties in Europe, in Finland, Germany, Spain and Italy (Paul & Antoinette J, 2002). In the UK some universities offer online Law Degrees, for instance, at Essex, there are 100% online and part-time law degrees giving the ability to study anytime, anywhere (Essex ODL, 2022). Cutting edge virtual learning platforms help collaboration among teachers and students in real time. In Canada, at least 14 different universities offer Law courses through ODL models (Canada ODL, 2022). The same is true of some universities in Australia where programmes are selected from among all Australian universities which offer Bachelor of Law degrees online (Australia ODL, 2022). Nigeria needs to follow suit. This paper aligns with the submission of Daudu on the need for a new reawakening in the legal system of Nigeria in the face of advances in technology. It advocates the relevance of ICT to legal practice while noting the lethargic progression towards an ICT-dependent legal system in Nigeria (Dauda, 2014). On this, it would be instructive to examine the progress made in the use of ODL at the NOUN.

The Noun and Its ODL Model

The background leading to the setting up of NOUN must be appreciated. The conventional universities had low absorption capacity between 10-15% on the average and could not cope with rise in population of prospective students (Obichukwu, 2014). These universities could not admit up to 20% of eligible candidates making it imperative to conceive the Open University concept in line with international best practices. Therefore NOUN was established in 1983 but after a period of teething difficulties, it was resuscitated in 2002 (NOUN Website, 2015). Presently, 11 conventional universities and the NOUN are accredited by the NUC to run e-Learning programmes (NUC, 2015). As an Open University and the first fully fledged exclusive ODL University in Nigeria, NOUN provides quality tertiary education in a most flexible and convenient manner, allowing working class students to acquire education while retaining full-time employment at their own pace. The NOUN’s motto of ‘Work and Learn’ underscores this notion. Invariably, NOUN has removed the artificial barriers such as the frequent strike actions or COVID-19 which disrupt academic calendars in the conventional universities. Also, the problem of catchment area for admission, purdah restriction for Muslim women, and inflexibility in terms of time and pace to study which characterize the conventional university system are completely eradicated in NOUN.

In consonance with the NOUN Act of 22 July 1983, NOUN has expanded to 103 study centres spread across the 36 states of the federation and the Federal Capital Territory. This ensures coverage and access to many remote
NOUN is a key stakeholder in attaining the educational objectives of Nigeria as well as attaining the objectives of the SDGs subscribed to by UN member states including Nigeria. In particular, the SDG 4 dealing with inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities demands mass education of the populace at the tertiary level to better serve the needs of current and future generations. This is NOUN’s cardinal preoccupation in the educational sector (Orie, 2020). The success story of NOUN is predicated on the ODL system which has gained global acceptability and currency particularly as an antidote for academic disruptions due to strike or pandemics (VC NOUN, 2021). The ODL model enables the actualization of these laudable objectives and is in place in a couple of tertiary institutions in Nigeria and ought to be entrenched as a matter of policy in all universities to seamlessly complement traditional legal education. Moreover, with the ever increasing number of applicants seeking admission into the various conventional Nigerian universities, it would be practically impossible for Nigeria to achieve the SDG 4 and other related goals without the ODL mode espoused by the NOUN.

**Issues, Challenges and Way Forward For ODL For Law Education**

This segment treats the contending issues in relation to adoption of ODL as a paradigm shift for law education in Nigeria, in the face of COVID-19 pandemic. These are matters arising from the preceding discussions. They include legal framework for the CLE and NUC, state of infrastructure/technology, growing law student population and conservative attitude to change.

Regarding legal framework, there is an Act setting up the Law Schools (Legal Education Act, 2022) under the administration of CLE and another establishing the NUC (NUC Act, 2004). Statutorily, the CLE regulates legal education in Nigeria and in conjunction with the NUC stipulates the requirements for accreditation of faculties of Law and admission into Law School. One of the main criteria is denial of admission to Law School from universities offering Law on part-time basis or correspondence courses. Also the NUC regulation does not allow remote learning (Abubakar, 2020). The Acts did not envisage advances in technology such as the ODL that could revolutionize teaching and learning in the manner being experienced presently. Amendments would be needed but the CLE and the NUC must be convinced on the need to embrace ODL. Hopefully, this will be done given the lessons learnt during the COVID-19 debacle when even the CLE held its end of 2021 meeting using Zoom (CLE, 2021) and the fact that some of the courts in Nigeria have commenced virtual court sessions with Zoom (Malami, 2021).

Another issue of concern is the poor state of infrastructure, such as electricity, national ICT architecture and e-library facilities. For instance, Nigeria experiences epileptic power supply and has poor ICT penetration at 37% which is skewed in favour of those in major cities to the disadvantage of the rural areas (Orie, 2016). These infrastructure and facilities must be improved upon for smooth operation of ODL system. However, there are good prospects for improvements given the huge government investments in the power sector and private sector involvement to provide ICT infrastructure and introduction of 5G technology to bolster internet connectivity. In the interim, increased budgetary provisions are required to enable the universities sustain alternative power supply, install ODL facilities and establish Law e-libraries. This stems from the inadequate funding of education by government at 6 percent, far below the 26% of national budgets recommended by UNESCO (The Ministry of Education, 2018).

There is also the issue of managing population explosion of law students across Nigeria. For instance, the universities admit about 566,719 students annually out of over 1.7 million (NBS, 2017). The Law Schools have only 6000 annual capacity for graduate law students (Population of Law Students, 2022). In 2017, the law students admitted into universities were 8427 which translates to just 1.48 percent of total university admissions.
(NBS, 2017). This is poor percentage intake aside the numerous candidates disenfranchised due to poverty and vulnerability in rural locations.

Obviously, conventional universities and the Law Schools, cannot cope with rising growth rate of national population of students due to limited carrying capacities. Although efforts are being made to establish 7 more Law Schools across the country to cope with rising student population (Senate, 2022), the ODL system designed for huge populations could be introduced in the Law Schools and other universities to complement the face to face interaction as a flexible remedy to surging student population thereby meeting the inclusiveness objective of national education policy and the ESD and SDGs targets. Definitely, there must be a massive commitment and robust policy direction from government on ODL for the sector to meet global challenges (Jegede, 2020).

Conservative attitude to change is another issue bedevilling the adoption of emerging technologies in legal education in Nigeria. Conservative stakeholders in the legal system view ideas of reform with suspicion. For instance, many courts still have not computerized their operations and many judges still write in long hand despite the availability of digital/computer technology over decades (Dauda, 2014). Similarly, the CLE repeatedly denied law graduates of NOUN admission into Law School on the notion that NOUN’s LL.B degrees are based on correspondence course (VC NOUN, 2017). Despite efforts by NOUN to convince the CLE otherwise, it has taken over 10 years for the CLE to accept that position (VC NOUN, 2022).

There is need to demonstrate political willpower to move with the times in the legal education sector. The world has become a global village of interdependency, interconnectedness and networking in real time. In the circumstance, the attitude of resistance to technological innovations can only but slows down progress. Therefore, the ODL system could be adopted for legal education to support Online virtual court sessions, arbitrations and moot court practices for seamless operations. With the commencement of some of these virtual court sessions in Nigeria (John Tsingo, 2020), it is only proper to entrench the ODL and Zoom platforms at the university law faculties and Law Schools to complement the existing conventional method for training student lawyers who subsequently become practitioners in the future.

**Conclusion**

This paper advocated for a paradigm shift in legal education and practice canvassing for a reform that deploys ODL to complement conventional face to face model. It was argued that it would be practically impossible for Nigeria to achieve its national education policy without the ODL mode espoused by the NOUN. This makes the ODL system with its associated Zoom imperative towards the attainment of national education policy and the UN Education 2030 Agenda of ESD linked to SDG4 in particular and the other SDGs in general. This is because in the 21st Century, the deployment of ODL technology has become a global trend, international best practice and enduring viable panacea to academic disruptions occasioned by present COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, Nigeria should seize the opportunity to entrench the ODL system for law education and the judiciary for more effective dispensation of justice in Nigeria.

Over time, law education has fared modestly, albeit lethargically, by adopting use of computers and internet facilities. At NOUN, the ODL system initiative is a success story, applicable to huge population, flexible, convenient and as an antidote for academic disruptions due to strike or pandemics. This ODL system is already in place in a couple of tertiary institutions in Nigeria and could be entrenched at the Law Schools and across the Faculties of Law in the universities as well as the judiciary in Nigeria to seamlessly complement traditional legal education as a matter of policy.

The contending issues highlighted were legal framework for the CLE and NUC, state of infrastructure/technology, growing population of law students and conservative attitude of stakeholders to change. Whilst the statutes establishing the CLE and NUC could be amended by the National Assembly to entrench ODL system, there are good prospects for improvements in infrastructure given the huge government investments in the power sector and private sector involvement to provide ICT infrastructure and introduction of 5G technology to bolster internet connectivity. Meanwhile, increased budgetary provision would enable the universities sustain effective alternative power supply, install ODL facilities and establish Law e-libraries. Regarding students population, obviously the conventional universities and the Law Schools cannot cope due to limited carrying capacities thereby making the ODL designed for huge populations a credible alternative. Furthermore, conservative attitude of stakeholders to change could be overcome by demonstrating political willpower to embrace emerging technologies real time. Thus, with the commencement of online virtual court and arbitration sessions in Nigeria, it is only proper to entrench the ODL to complement the existing
conventional method for training student lawyers who will subsequently be the practitioners in the field in the future.

It is therefore, recommended that the ODL system with its associated Zoom applications should be adopted as a paradigm shift to law education in Nigeria to complement the conventional face to face methods in the university law faculties and Law Schools. Accordingly, the NASS should amend the Acts establishing the Law Schools and the NUC to incorporate ODL system. Furthermore, the Nigerian judiciary should embrace the use of ODL technology in all courts of law for quick and effective dispensation of justice.
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